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The Johns Hopkins Medical School Graduate Student Association (GSA) serves as a liaison between graduate students and all other elements of Johns Hopkins University. As a result, GSA expresses the opinions and ideals of graduate students to faculty and administration, and refers to the ideals and standards of the Johns Hopkins Medical School to the Graduate Student
Association. The GSA is currently composed of students from Johns Hopkins Medical School looking for a PhD. GsA also organizes useful information about student activities such as white water rafting, as well as public transportation and campus parking. GsA also offers 16 travel awards per year to help students attend scientific conferences and conferences. To learn more or
learn how to join GSA, student-centered Medical School gsa.jhmi.edu, New York Medical School, 2012B.S., Northeastern University, 2007 National, Johns Hopkins Medical School, 2018 Research and Clinical Interest Environmental Microbiology, Circadian Rhythm, Framing PhD, Shanghai Brain Research Institute, Chinese Scientific Research and Clinical Interest Research,
Chinese Scientific Research and Clinical Interest Research focus on characterization mechanisms for treating brain development. Biomedical Engineering, St. Louis Washington University, 2013B. S.E., Biomedical Engineering, Case Western Reserve University, 2008 Fellowship Orthopaedic Surgery, Johns Hopkins University, 2016 College Appointment Assistant Professor,
Johns Hopkins Department of Orthopedic Surgeons, 2016 Research and Clinical Concerns on Sensory Neurobones, Fracture Repair, and Skeletal MechanobiologynoPh.D., University of Alabama, 2008B.S., 2001 University Appointment Assistant Professor, 2001 University Of Johns Hopkins, 2001 Johns Hopkins Department of Education. DiGirolamo's research interests include
musculoskeletal biology - in particular, studying the pathways that enable communication between bone and skeletal muscles needed to adjust their development and mass. Dr. DiGirolamo's previous research interests included the role of GH and IGF-1 signals in skeletal development, breast cancer bone metastasis and cancer angiogenesis. He is affiliated with the American
Bone and MineralS Research Association and the Endocrine Society. And Bone and Mineral Research., Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 2007B.S., Loyola University of Maryland, 2002 Fellowship University of Alabama at Birmingham, 2007 University appointment associate professor, orthopedic surgeon Johns Hopkins Department, 2017 has served as managing editor of
research and clinical interests, fracture repair and skeletal meccanobiology Getty Images Do you fit into school bodhisatto, where you can pursue a career in the arts? 2 of 14 Matthew Fox Almamater: Deerfield Academy (Class 1985) Fun Fact: The Lost Star completed pg years at a Massachusetts school after attending a high school in Wyoming. Another lost actress, Nestor
Carbonel, also played PG Year in Deerfield. Kiefer Sutherland Alma Tare 3 out of 14: St Andrews College Fun Fact: Sutherland ordered pizza and sold slices to classmates in Aurora, Ontario. More troubling, perhaps: he also bred a white rat in his room. At the age of 15, he dropped out to pursue an acting career. 5 of 14 Steve Carell Alma Mater: Middlesex School Fun Facts: In
The Home of Carel in Middlesex Concord, MA. The campus was designed by the sons of landscape architect Frederick Law Ormstead, who is responsible for the layout of New York City's Central Park. Julie Bowen Alma Tare 6 out of 14: The Fun Facts at St. George's School (1987 Class): Talk about Fantasyland, Bowen replied when asked about an institution in Middletown, RI. I
asked me if someone went to Hogwarts. It's basically Hogwarts. It's really beautiful. Charlie Day Almater's 7: Portsmouth Abbey (Class 1994) Fun Fact: The Philadelphia actor's always Sunny returned to portsmouth, RI campus in 2012 to give speeches to the community of Catholic schools. He also donated a visit to the soundstage of a TV show, which benefited the school from a
live auction featuring its role in the show, which helped the school. 14 of Benicio del Toro 10 of 14 Alexandra Paul Alma Mater: Groton SchoolFun Facts: After Paul graduated from Groton saying that she was one of those goofy kids who loved school, she postponed accepting stanford to purse her acting career. She is perhaps best known as Lieutenant Stephanie Holden in
Baywatch. 14 Jane Fonda Almamater 11: Emma Willard School Fun Fact: Fonda Larry King said she's glad she went to all girls' school in Troy, New York: It is probably one of the greatest girls schools in the country... I've been there for four years and I think I've learned not to be afraid of my intellect. My father sent me there. I think I would have had a lot of trouble if I had been in
a situation with the boy. Michael Douglas (13), 12 out of 14, started The Fun Facts (13 of Tray Anastasio Almaters' 13(1983 class): The Fish Frontman started The Space Antelope, the first band in Taft. 14 Sam Waterson Alma Mater 14: Groton School (Class of 1958) Funny Facts: Actor, known for his starring role in Law and Order as local attorney Jack McCoy, graces the stage
at Groton. It has already proved to be the best for a child bitten by smoke, frustration, and encouragement. That's what I got from Groton: the thrill of performing in front of the entire community, the excitement around the girl (the Concord Academy girl had the role of a woman at that time), encouragement from owners like The Hawks, frustration - in the eyes of the school, the
theatre was a bit On the sidelines, there was only one play a year. I know. When you're already looking for the right university, it's enough to think about. Which schoolhas the best reputation? Which school has a great physics department, offers exciting scholarships, or is it really an active schoolgirl? But, are you considering a school alumni meeting? After all, you only attend
college for four years, but the Alumni Association can stay connected to the school for a long time after you leave campus. They can get your feet at the door when you're looking for your first job, get you a great deal on big game tickets, and even give you the opportunity to influence students embarking on their college careers. The alumni associations mentioned in this article
have a huge impact on the schools they support, years and years out. Their general mission is to strengthen the universities they represent. Small reunions don't discount (who can be passionate about alma mater), but the power of influential associations often comes to a sheer number of members. Large and powerful reunions help schools recruit new students, provide potential
student scholarships, develop mentoring relationships with student congregations, and often support research or expansion through charitable gifts. Alumni are very important to the schools they support. When you volunteer with alumni association, you have the opportunity to develop relationships with students from low-income families, underprivileged groups, or students
seeking first-generation degrees. These are the types of young people who need mentor support and need scholarships that a truly powerful alumni can offer. Achieving this opportunity to go to college after graduation is truly about joining a reunion. Another major perk of joining a reunion is networking. Statistics show that members of influential alumni organizations have the
highest employment rates and are some of the highest-paid individuals. These powerful networking tools are critical to new graduates or anyone who wants to develop or explore a new career. Alumni can be one of the most important tools in the career search belt, perhaps the second to earn a star degree. For new graduates, alumni networks can often host career fairs, provide
access to career search databases, and even pair with mentors working in areas of interest. Some associations offer these perks before graduation. Some graduates are too likely to go to school and recruit candidates for a job at their alma mater before considering other candidates. A single call to a person on the network from the right alumnus may be needed to step in at the
door. If your goal is career advancement, You can hone your skills through live or video training or through lifelong learning classes or learn new learning (often free, or at a significantly reduced rate). Strong alumni typically provide career development support through resources such as professional development events and career coaching. When you join a reunion, you can also
give access to resume writing and interview tips. The value of career help alone is worth the membership, but a great alumni can offer many other perks. Benefits include discounts on tickets to sporting events, college merchandise and apparel, special art exhibitions or concerts, and invitations to speeches by renowned visiting scholars. Some of the schools on our list are big 10
schools and we take sporting events seriously. Alumni members of some schools must be eligible to purchase tickets for this particular big game. Some reunion members enjoy perks such as a once-in-a-lifetime vacation. The most influential alumni have a powerful travel program, allowing members to travel together in exotic, historical and luxury. The list of places to explore with
alumni associations, including bypass destinations such as Morocco, Antarctica, Tanzania and the Swiss Alps, is basically across the globe. Another overlooked benefit belonging to the powerful Alumni Association is that the network itself accesses published magazines, blogs, newsletters. This publication provides insights that highlight members' stories and achievements,
important news and events at the university, and even information about career advancement. Yes, the perks list certainly does impress. Most of the alumni associations on this list boast nearly half a million members and are an important part of the universities they support. The most influential association on our list has given more than $15 million in charitable donations to
universities since 1988. While the impact of alumni associations on college is fascinating, the impact that members can have on you, alumni, is the most powerful reason to participate. Founded in 1870, the Alumni Association of Pennsylvania State University is a cream of the crop. With a total of 673,845 graduates, that number alone is impressive. At Penn State, one of eight
Pennsylvania State students is a member of the Blue and White Society, a group of alumni student members. Lions are committed to helping all young and old alums burn their careers, strive to improve their careers, or strive for career change. They hold numerous networking events (even one introvert specifically fixed)! Graduates have the opportunity to participate in amazing
mentoring opportunities. FastStart is a program that guides students from African American, Latino, Asian and Asian Pacific American backgrounds. In their college careers. The valuable relationship struck with these students will help them get the right start and get guidance during the first important years of the university when they need it most. Alumni members can also
participate in a long list of perks, including priority access to many Pennsylvania state events, discounts on Pennsylvania merchandise, travel and insurance. In 1854, a fire brought IU and alumni together to help rebuild the school. As a result, the Indiana University Alumni Association (IUAA) was established during the reconstruction. Today, the association exceeds 650,000+. The
IUAA promotes hundreds of opportunities to participate each year. No matter where your IU alumni live, you're more likely to have a chapter or group to participate in. With 160 chapters and groups across the globe, the selection is extensive. Another important benefit for members is the IUAA Career Services. Reunions hold live career coaching sessions near IU and in cities
across the United States. We also offer year-round scheduled webcasts focused on a variety of topics. Members can also take advantage of discounted career coaching. The IUAA cherishes scholarships for students admitted. Students can apply for scholarships if they are children of IUAA members. There are also scholarships that claim to be interested or connected to a
particular campus, living within a specific area, earning a degree within a specific school, or a specific group. The University of Michigan Alumni Association, founded in 1892 and claims to have 575,000 members today, personally to members of career development events, resources, and services foundations. They can also maintain a job search committee and assist in preparing
for an interview. Wolverine alumni have many world-class travel opportunities, but sometimes staying close to home is fascinating. Purchased by alumni in 1961 and 1973, Respectively, Lake Michigan and Camp Michigan's Eastern Camp Michigan are beautiful family vacation sit-ins reserved for alumni and their families. Of course, the University of Michigan is a big 10 school,
and attending a Wolverine sporting event is one you'll probably never forget. The reunion organizes expedition matches and bowl tours for members. Travel and game packages (including charter flights, hotel reservations, and special reserved stadium sections for alumni) are provided. Members also receive perks such as all types of insurance discounts, U of M clothing, and
exclusive programs where members can purchase Ford or Lincoln vehicles at discounted prices. Founded in 1925, UCLA's alumni association offers a unique layered approach for 530,000 members. The benefits list is attractive at the most basic level of membership, but is more generous to each increase. Some perks Family resorts, career counseling, all types of insurance
discounts, and up to 50% off sports season tickets. Alumni associations also provide significant career resources. UCLA One, an online career support site, launched in 2016 and has gained 1,600 volunteer mentors in its first 10 days. This site includes job search databases, career advice, networking and mentoring opportunities. In the first year, more than 650 mentor-mentee
competitions were held on site. Speaking of networking, alumni boast the opportunity to connect with more than 900 other Bruins each year through a local network. Another type of networking that watches the Bruins play soccer and basketball also occurs in more than 45 designated locations across the United States. According to Alumni Chairman and CEO Jim Smith,
Buckeyes alumni are risk takers and innovators. Dreamers and passers-by. In fact, with a total of 550,000 alumni, Ohio's alumni are a force to consider. More than 200 Ohio State Alumni Associations and 50 Alumni Organizations organize hundreds of events each year focusing on community service, continuing education, or networking. Alumni Career Management in Ohio
provides career consultants, career management blogs, career-related events and online networking tools that can be used for alumni, mentoring and career advice. Ohio state alumni can be buckeye advocates, a private group working to change legislative and public policies on ohio's education issues. Uc-Berkeley's Cal Alumni Association (CAA) serves nearly 500,000 alumni
and more than 90 branches and communities across the country. The Berkeley Network, caa's career management section, offers opportunities to connect with current students through career-specific networking events and out-of-the-way programs. Career advancement networking events, training webinars, and corporate partnerships with some companies highlight the career
resource benefits that come with membership. The CAA awards more than 750 students with scholarships totaling more than $2 million annually. In addition to the many destinations offered through Cal Discoveries, graduates can take a vacation at a unique family camp called Golden Bear's Hideaway in the beautiful Sierra Nevada Mountains. Rutgers, the eighth oldest university
in the United States, celebrated its 250th anniversary in 2016. That's an assertion that some schools can make. Through this long and slaughtered past, the Rutgers Alumni Association is proud of its approximately 486,000 strong members and significant charitable contributions to the school. One good example of the latter is Rutgers Donation Day, which took place in November
2016. During this day, the goal was 5,000 donors, but it exceeded the goal and reached 6,143 donors, raising a total of $1,272,082. Wow! Third Annual Rutgers Donation It is scheduled for March 2018. Another example of a charitable donation occurred last November when Nancy Ruile donated the largest single gift to Rutgers. It was a collection of historic works worth $44
million. There are many opportunities to conduct community service around New Jersey, recruit Rutgers students, or serve as mentors for current students through reunions. Rutgers alumni also have a variety of online career resources available. Texas Exes, the official name lovingly used by a lumni member in Austin, is more than 500,000 people. The association was founded
on June 18, 1885, and has since shed the Spirit of Texas. In the 2017-18 school year, the association will award $3.9 million in scholarships to 650 students. It is a powerful alumni association! One of Exes' unique strengths is its commitment to advocacy. UT supporters are firm supporters of the university's agenda. During the 2017 Texas legislative session, Exes successfully
advocated a reduction in general funding and the restoration of allocations for important items. The reach of the Longhorn is also impressive. There are more than 150 Texas Exes chapters and networks across the globe, with more than 1,200 chapters and network events scheduled each year. Founded in 1878 by Purdue's first alumnus, J.B. Harper, the boilermaker's pride is
demonstrated by the Alumni Association, which has more than 479,000 members. Because Purdue's alumni are the ninth largest reunions in the country, boiler makers take their donations seriously. In addition to dues, alumni gifts support student programs, alumni line events, career resources, and the school's proud basketball program. More than 75 Purdue alumni clubs are
supporting scholarships. In fact, $350,000 scholarships are awarded to more than 250 students each year. Purdue's Career Opportunity Center (CCO) is one of the strongest reasons to join alumni associations. The CCO provides face-to-face access to consultants, full access to all the workshops it offers, and public invitations to all job fairs hosted by the host. NYU's alumni team
boasts a clever and effective fundraiser. Since NYU was founded in 1831, the Alumni Association requires 470,000 members to donate at least $18.31. In 2017, we raised more than $45,000, all of which raised scholarships. Similarly, the 2010 Fund (to benefit students in NYU-Abu Dhabi) and the 2013 Fund (to benefit students in NYU-Shanghai) are requested $20.10 and $20.13
respectively. Not discounting these campaigns, but the Momentum Scholarship campaign aims to raise an astonishing $1 billion to help universities recognize more students who otherwise can't afford to attend NYU. 22% of students receive pell grants, which is higher than the endowment per student. There are many resources for members. The NYU Wasserman Career
Development Center offers 30-minute career coaching appointments, access to Online JobSearchNet (NYU CareerNet) and alumni-oriented career seminars for members. The former Student Association - Aggie's alumni association - was founded in 1879. The 436,000-member association enjoys a large base of donor support. 53,879 members gave $12,528,787 in 2016. The
fund covers things like student activities, faculty enrichment, scholarships, and former student services. The reunion also boasts a variety of career services, including career counseling, resume help, and a career support website called HireAggies. Former student association members are also members of Texas A&amp;T You can participate in a program called M Advocacy
Network. This group is located in Texas M and generally advocate supra issues with policies that have a direct impact on higher education. The Alumni Association of the University of Wisconsin, WAA, was founded in 1861 and has more than 435,000 members. Their influence is best demonstrated in alumni in more than 75 cities. WAA has organized the Red Shirts campaign
since 2008. The shirt boasts a new design every year and is sold before returning home. Proceeds from the sale will be donated to the Great People Scholarship, a fund to help students who are eligible for the prize. To date, 51,000 red shirts have been sold, raised $280,000, funded 159 students through scholarships, and each shirt averaged over $4,400. Alumni network career
resources include networking events, mentoring opportunities, job boards, and networking tools called Badger Bridge, where members can connect with other alumni, seek career advice, or help with career changes. As a student body, UW takes volunteering seriously. In fact, the school ranks second to sending volunteers to the Peace Corps just behind UC-Berkeley. These
passions are shared by graduates of schools who can mentor, participate in fundraising for scholarships and events, or volunteer with specific departments or universities. THE WAA has also presented Alumni Park to the university, which officially opened on October 6, 2017. This green space is located at the lake entrance of the campus. The community surrounding the
University of Illinois prides itself on fighting Illini. This is evident on many university alumni association websites, where alumni and campus stories feature prominently. Founded in 1873, the association proudly supports 425,000 members. The Illinois Connectivity Advocacy Network hopes to reach 100,000 members by 2018 to have a positive impact on state, national and global
laws related to higher education. The Illinois Connect Fund was established by alumni associations to support and promote the university's legislative agenda. Explorer Alumni Travel Program I spent 50 years on an amazing vacation with members. The University of Florida Alumni Association (UFAA), founded in 1906, is a force to consider. With more than 413,000 members, the
association has nearly 100 gator clubs in more than 150 countries around the world. The club supports student recruitment and provides more than $400,000 in scholarships to more than 300 students each year. UFAA's Career Resource Tool, called the Mentor Match Program, is for UFAA members only. The four-step matching profile process allows you to match mentors and
mentees to share experiences and career advice. Members can also enjoy a variety of perks and discounts on everything from free art museum memberships to 30% discounts on Dell computers and discounted dental plans. The purchasing power of more than 400,000 members shows. According to the ASU Alumni website, the three principles guide everything the association
does: respect ingenuity, develop universities, and enhance the alumni experience. Founded in 1894 and with more than 400,000 members, the Sun Devils network is proud of this innovative institution. All graduates can take advantage of a variety of career resources, including interview tips, cover letters and resume resources, and access to a career search database called
career fairs, webinars and handshakes. The ASU Alumni Association will play an important role in an important fundraising campaign called Campaign ASU 2020. The goal of the campaign is to raise $1.5 billion. Donations will fund scholarships, faculty research, laboratories, art initiatives, community ventures and projects to help students succeed in graduating. ⁂ is the first to
emphasize the contributions and achievements of outstanding and influential alumni. If you believe that a reunion deserves consideration, we would like to hear from you. Let us know some of the interesting things that reunions do and you can shine a light on what's important! Last updated: March 23, 2020 2020
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